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On 9.11.1776 was the failed SIPC (Staten Island Peace Conference), where General Howe’s bargaining
chip was fear, so on the 225th anniversary (9.11.2001), terrorists strike in Manhattan, causing
devastation and huge casualties. The AR (American Revolution) ended 119 years (the reverse of 911)
after the British owned Manhattan in 1664.
In 225, the number 2 and the number 25 might be symbolic for QEII. 25 is the reverse of 52, and the
queen was crowned in 1952, and JFK (born 52 years after the CW (Civil War), was shot in Dealey Plaza,
which is shaped like 52. The Queen was born on the 2nd sign of the Zodiac (4.21.1926), so there’s the
number 2. The 2nd sign is number 8 on the clock, and most major WTC dates happen in August. To
coincide the WTC (World Trade Center) was leased for 3.25 Billion, so there’s the number 25 againe, and
the 3 probably symbolizes KGIII (the number 3 is prevalent in JFK Hit data).
So in 1776 was the failed deal, JFK was shot in Dealey, the Trade Center was demolished 38 years later
(38 is the reverse of 83, and the AR ended in 1783), and now we have a deal maker in the White house,
72 years after the 3rd Reich ended in 1945, the 45th presidente takes the stage in a tyrannical manner.
72=GB for Great Britain, and Trump always says “Make America Great Again” on those red caps (during
the AR (American Revolution) the British were the Red Coats.). 9.11 was 72 years after the stock crash
(that made America homeless. There sure are allot of homeless people these days, Trump wants to help
because he thinks they’re an eye sore, like ‘we cant have that, with diplomats driving thru’). JFK was
shot in the 45th state, and Bush was governor in the 45th state, and 45 is symbolic of the Zodiac, since
that’s where it starts on the clock. And DT lived in unit 45.
According to theory, the SS took control in 1929. The reverse of 72 is 27, and the SS staged a Hit attempt
in church on 1.27.19 (Holocaust day), insinuating a religious connection perhaps. The HI wire act over
the WTC in 1974, was symbolic for Omega (the last, right before Nixon was ousted), and that appears to
be Mason symbolism. Then there’s the fact that the SS is obsessed with the occult, like Hitler was (and
so QEII was chosen because of her birth date, and so was JFK as the sacrificial lamb, and so was DT), and
is obsessed with retaliation, even if it takes centuries. So there’s an eye for and eye type of mentality
which goes back to the bible (On 3.15 the SS attacked my eye’s in a criminal manner, and also on 4.22. I
assumed it was retaliation for my latest theory connecting the Brits to 9.11, mentioning QEII and KGIII
(King George the 3rd) with those I’s (Theory has it that the WTC is an emphatic II for QEII). Trump of
course is full of vengeance, vowing retaliation to anyone who investigates him (look what happened to
Avenati).
(By the way the SS totaled my sports car on my 27th year, in August). The 27th was also meaningful to JD
and his Oil monopoly (Trump’s a Big Oil guy, that’s why he’s in denial on Global Warming, out to
reversing environmental regulations, and shrinking the size of some of the National Parks, apparently to
frack, which rips up the land). Then there’s the 270 electoral votes required to win the presidency (must
be coincidental, unless the SS is the Shadow Government, and Trump is their coming out party, “heee
heee heee”, everybody saw him with that Grinch like smirk in 2016, giving the thumbs up.). Nixon was
gone 27 years before 9.11
On 9.11.2001 UA175 hit the 2nd tower. QEII (Queen Elizabeth the 2nd) was 75 at the time (Q=17 E=5).
(She was born on the 2nd sign of the zodiac 4.21.1926. The 2nd sign translates to 8 on the clock, and

major WTC events happened in August, including the HI Wire act over the WTC, in 1974, 2 days before
Nixon resigns from office. (74 is symbolic for the 7.4.1776 DOI (Declaration of Independence), the
reason for the 9.11.1776 SIPC, where General Howe wanted the colonists (there were 13 colonies) to
retract the DOI (of course they said no, they had no fear). (By the way JFK died at 1300). Then on
9.11.2001 9.11 ends at 1028 (The Statue of liberty was dedicated on 10.28, a symbol of the DOI, a gift
from France, who were the reason America won the AR).
The SS stranded me twice on 7.4. They also crippled me last 11.22 on the 55th of the JFK hit. (Last
Saturday they yanked my legs apart, as I slept. I could barely walk the next day, like I did a HI jump with
no parachute. I thot “these people have gone wacko”).
So QE translating to 175 for UA175 (at age 75), could have further meaning, since 3 / 4 = .75. JFK was
threatened by the British Black Watch regiment (9 days before he was shot), on the 34th anniversary of
the 1929 stock crash (his wife was 34). Standard Oil was busted into 34 pieces in 1911. Bush filed with
the IRS on 3.4 for ArBustO (AR probably means the American Revolution and Bush’s name keeps
popping up in 9.11 data). Conspiracy buffs claim his dad’s likeness is at the SBD (school book
depository), on the day JFK was shot. 43 is the reverse of 34, and Bush was the 43rd president, and
Cheney finally gave orders to shoot down, 43 minutes after AA77 crashed. AA77 hit the pentagon 34
minutes after the South Tower was hit. Also DC=43, and DC are Cheney’s initials.
On the 24th anniversary of DDay (24=X which is in the British flag), JFK’s Brother dies after being shot by
Sir Han (somebody tried to silence the witness the other day, with a knife), at the Ambassador, and JFK’s
dad was Ambassador at the start of WWII, when the Lufwafa were doing fly byes over London. (history
show’s Hitler could’ve invaded several times but held back, and the SS was feeding his Army machine oil.
So who was on who’s side. Even the top prosecutor at Nuremburg was denied employment by US
companies because he hung Nazi’s.). So RFK was shot on 6.5.1968, and 65 is symbolic of 1765, the start
of hostilities in the AR.
Online media show’s royalty issuing SS symbolism, consistent with a symbolic death threat on 4.2.2019,
immediately after the BUB (3 months (2019 January thru March) of concussions, electroshocks,
marinating the brain with chemicals, to silence the witness). Also during the BUB was a Brit in a
commercial about the “Brainless Noodle man”, with the word brainless showing intent.
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